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Infringement Claim Chart re: U.S. Patent No. 7,742,759 
 

 U.S. Patent No. 7,742,759 
 Claim Language Infringement by AT&T Mobility, LLC (“AT&T”) 

 What is claimed is:  
pre 53. A programmable memory 

having stored thereon a plurality 
of sequences of instructions 
including sequences of 
instructions which, when 
executed by one or more 
processors cause one or more 
electronic devices to:  

The preamble is presumed not to be limiting.  In the case that this preamble were 
determined to be limiting, AT&T’s Multimedia Message Service Center (“MMSC”) and 
related server computers for Multimedia Message Service (“MMS”) messaging include a 
programmable memory, because they are computers with both Random Access Memory 
and persistent storage necessary for storage and execution of program code, including code 
for receipt, content adaptation, and delivery of MMS messages between two devices. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AT&T - Exhibit 1023f 
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 U.S. Patent No. 7,742,759 
 Claim Language Infringement by AT&T Mobility, LLC (“AT&T”) 

 
 
“5.7.1 MMS Environment 
 
The MMS Environment (MMSE) refers to the set of MMS elements, under the control of a 
single administration (MMS provider, e.g., mobile network operator), in charge of providing 
the service to MMS subscribers. Recipient and originator MMS clients are attached, 
respectively, to the recipient and originator MMSEs. 
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 Claim Language Infringement by AT&T Mobility, LLC (“AT&T”) 

5. 7.2 MMS Client 
 
The MMS client (also known as MMS user agent in the 3GPP terminology) is the software 
application shipped with the mobile handset, which allows the composition, viewing, 
sending, retrieval of multimedia messages, and the management of reports. For the 
exchange of a multimedia message, the MMS client that generates and sends the multimedia 
message is known as the originator MMS client, whereas the MMS client that receives the 
multimedia message is known as the recipient MMS client. 
 
The MMS client offers the following features: 

• Management of messages, notifications, and reports: devices are commonly shipped 
with a "unified" message box for the management of MMS elements (messages, 
notifications, and reports) and other elements such as SMS/EMS messages, WAP 
push messages, and so on. 

 
• Message composition: the message composer is used for creating new multimedia 

messages. 
 

• Message viewing: the message viewer is used to render received messages or to 
preview newly created messages before sending. 

… 
 
5.7.3 MMS Center 
 
The MMS Center (MMSC) is a key element in the MMS architecture. Logically, the MMSC 
is composed of an MMS relay and an MMS server. The relay is responsible for routing 
messages not only within the MMSE but also outside the MMSE, whereas the server is in 
charge of storing messages. The MMSC server is in charge of temporarily storing messages 
that are awaiting retrieval from recipient MMS clients. The MMSC may have built-in 
transcoding capabilities, functions for supporting legacy users, databases for storing user 
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profiles.  However, these functions can also be realized with specialized components 
implemented outside the MMSC.” 
 
Source:  Gwenael Le Bodic, Mobile Messaging Technologies and Services:  SMS, EMS, 
and MMS, 2nd Ed., 2005, at 218-220 (SCRN00004700-772 at 757-759). 

 
AT&T provides access to one such MMSC at the following address: 
 
 http://mmsc.cingular.com 
See http://apn-settings.com/us/att-apn-settings/ (SCRN00004773-775) 
 
AT&T provides MMS message services to its subscribers: 
 
“Picture/Video Messaging 
Picture & Video Messaging-capable devices use Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS) to send 

messages that include multimedia content to and from mobile devices. With a Picture & Video 

Messaging-capable device, you can: 

• Send pictures, animations, videos, and voice messages to any 10-digit wireless number or 
email address. 

• Personalize the message with text or a voice recording. 

• Receive picture and video messages on your device sent to your 10-digit wireless number 

or emailed to your 10-digit wireless number@mms.att.net. 
… 
Send Picture & Video Messages 

To learn to send Picture & Video Messages from your device, please visit the Device How-To 

Center: 

1. If needed, select your device, brand, and model and then click Save. 

2. Under Device instructions, select Messaging & email: 
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• To send a picture or video message, select Text & picture messaging, and then, 

from the Interactive tutorials, select Send a multimedia message. 

• To send a picture or video as an email, select Email, and then, from the Interactive 

tutorials, select Send email. 
… 
Don't have a Picture & Video Messaging-capable device? 

If you don't have a Picture & Video Messaging-capable device and receive a picture or video 

message, you'll receive a text message explaining how to view your picture or video message. The 

text message will include a link to an internet address where the message can be viewed online (a 

login and password will be provided). You'll need to download and install Quicktime Player to watch 
a video message. 

If you send a message to a device incapable of viewing a Picture & Video Message, your recipient 

receives a text message with a link to view your message online. Some wireless providers may 

choose not to deliver these message notifications to their customers. 
… 
 

Picture & Video Message size limits and file types 

The AT&T mobile broadband network will deliver MMS (picture, video or audio) messages of up to 
600 kilobytes (KB). Media file attachments will be compressed on the device prior to being sent in 

order to keep the message size below 600 KB. The maximum size for sending and receiving MMS 

messages is also dependent upon the recipient's device and the limitations of other carriers' 

networks (e.g., other carriers may have a lower MMS size limit than AT&T). 

 

Image, video, and audio files come in several formats. Compatible file types vary from device to 

device. Please visit the Device How-To Center to determine the specifications of your device. 
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